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Abstract: The Barbero-Immirzi (BI) connection, as usually introduced out of a spin connection, is a
global object though it does not transform properly as a genuine connection with respect to generic spin
transformations, unless quite specific and suitable gauges are imposed. We shall here investigate whether
and under which global conditions a (properly transforming and hence global) SU(2)-connection can be
canonically defined in a gauge covariant way in such a way that SU(2)-connection locally agrees with the
usual BI connection and can be defined on pretty general bundles (in particular triviality is not assumed).
As a by-product we shall also introduce a global covariant SU(2)-connection over the whole spacetime
(while for technical reasons the BI connection in the standard formulation is just introduced on a space
slice) which restricts to the usual BI connection on a space slice.
1. Introduction and Notation
The Barbero-Immirzi (BI) connection is introduced in LQG to describe the gravitational field
by means of variables which are real also in Lorentz signature; see [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] and
references quoted therein. Let us consider am = 4 dimensional spacetimeM and fix a signature
η which will be hereafter specialized to either the Euclidean case η = (4, 0) or to the Lorentzian
case η = (3, 1).
If ωabµ is the (4d) Spin(η)-connection that is used in tetrad-affine formalism one first restricts
it to some space leaf it : S →֒ M obtaining a (3d) Spin(η)-connection ωabA on S. Latin indices
from the firt part of the alphabet a, b, . . . run from 0 to 3.
Instead of using this to define the selfdual connection, that would be complex in Lorentzian
signature, one defines the BI field as
AkA = γω
0k
A +
1
2ǫ
k
ijω
ij
A (1.1)
where γ ∈ R − {0} is called the Immirzi parameter. Latin indices i, j, k, . . . run from 1 to 3.
We shall discuss below whether and in which sense the BI field can be regarded as a global
connection.
In Euclidean signature, for the special value γ = 1 (or γ = −1) the BI connection so defined
coincides with the (anti)-selfdual connection of ωabA and it is also the restriction to S of the
(anti)-selfdual connection defined on M by ωabµ . For generic values of γ the definition of BI field
(1.1) corresponds to a canonical transformation.
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Samuel (see [6]) provided an argument to claim that the Barbero’s connection cannot be inter-
preted as a spacetime connection. Of course it is difficult to precisely and rigorously determine
what was exactly meant there by spacetime interpretation; while [4] is more explicit in reporting
Samuel’s paper, claiming that it is impossible to obtain the BI connection as the restriction
of a suitable global spacetime connection. Also considering the details of their arguments we
are forced to understand the claim is precisely in the sense that the BI connection is not a
restriction of a suitable globally defined spacetime Spin(3, 1) connection.
We agree with Thiemann (see [7]) who refers to the problem as an aesthetical one, meaning
that it would not spoil the mathematical consistency of the theory since the definition (1.1) is
in any event a well-defined canonical transformation in the Hamiltonian theory defined on S.
Nevertheless, we believe that a precise understanding of the geometric origin of fields is in any
case needed, since it provides better insights on the structure of the theory.
We shall hereafter prove (see [8], [9]) that the BI field defined above is in fact a connection
and it is in fact the restriction of a spacetime connection, though not the restriction of a
Spin(η) connection but rather the restriction of a SU(2)-connection (let us remark that SU(2) ≃
Spin(3)). The interpretation of such a (4d) SU(2)-connection is a problem (see [10]) only if
one wants to interpret the connection as part of the spacetime geometry (for that a Spin(η)
connection is needed); but one can also drop the geometric viewpoint for a while and regard
the connection as a gauge field. The SU(2) connection is then perfectly understandable as a
gauge field and in this sense no physical interpretation problem arise.
The problem of the origin of the geometry from the gravitational field is a long standing
issue in quantum gravity but the (4d) SU(2) BI connection establishes a classical scenario that,
we believe, is worth discussing. In fact we have here a gauge field which, together with the
frame (and via the extrinsic curvature that is determined as a function of the frame), uniquely
determines a (4d) Spin(η) connection, i.e. part of the spacetime geometry. As such, the geometry
in this framework can be regarded as an emergent structure, already at the classical level. Of
course, we are not claiming that the problem has been (or it can be, nor it should be) solved at
a classical level. One should first understand whether the emerged spin connection has anything
to do with the spacetime geometry which is observationally defined out of the gravitational field;
this in turns requires a detailed understanding of all classical and quantum aspects. However,
we believe it shows a possible mechanism for which the geometry is absent at the quantum level
and can emerge at the classical level as a composite structure.
In some sense this would be the strongest implementation of the background independence,
showing how quantum gravitational physics can be described as a gauge theory where no ge-
ometry (not only no background metric) is a fundamental ingredient.
The main concern of this paper is therefore to discuss how and under which assumptions the
objects can be regarded as global connections of a given group. Let us mention that locally
there is of course no issue: any collection of functions with appropriate indices defines a local
connection. In other words, there are no constraints on local coefficients of a connection; when
one decides to work locally in a sigle chart there is no issue to be discussed.
Discussing globality of a connection means instead checking that one gets not only a sheaf of
local coefficients for any chart of an atlas covering spacetime, but that this sheaf is compatible
with the equivalence relation induced by transformation rules. In other words, one should
check that the correct transformation rules hold for the local coefficients. Equivalently, one
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should define a principal bundle and a global connection on it that locally induces the sheaf of
coefficients.
For a Spin(η) connection on M one should thence define coefficients ωabµ , antisymmetric in the
upper indices [ab], on each patch of an open covering of spacetime. In two overlapping patches
the coefficients cannot be chosen independently since in the overlapping they should match as
ω′abµ = J¯
ν
µℓ
a
c
(
ωcdν ℓ
b
d + dν ℓ¯
c
dη
db
)
(1.2)
for some Spin(η)–valued pointwise function ℓab defined on the patches overlap, being J
ν
µ the
Jacobian and the bar denoting inverse matrices; Greek indices run from 0 to 3.
Analogously, a SU(2) connection is defined by local coefficients Akµ which match on the overlaps
as follows
A′kµ = J¯
ν
µ
(
λkj A
j
ν − 12ǫkj iλildν λ¯lj
)
(1.3)
for some SU(2)–valued pointwise function λij defined on the patches overlap. These definitions
can be easily extended to global connections on S ⊂M .
Let us remark that the functions ℓab (as well as λ
i
j) define a 2-cocycle valued in the relevant
group and hence define a (unique up to isomorphisms) principal bundle with Spin(η) (or SU(2))
as structure group on which the global connection is defined.
Now, if one tries to define a spacetime BI connection as
Akµ = γω
0k
µ +
1
2ǫ
k
ijω
ij
µ (1.4)
mimicking (1.1) and assuming that ωabµ transform as expected for the coefficients of a global
Spin(η) connection, one simply does not get the expected transformation rules for Akµ.
Actually the same happens also on S for (1.1); but in this case topological reasons ensure
that the principal bundle on which the connection is defined is trivial and any set of coefficients
defines in any case a global connection. However, we cannot be satisfied with this situation; one
should in fact specify which trivialization has been used in (1.1) since the resulting connection
depends on the trivialization. In other words, even if a global connection is obtained it should
be required to obey transformation laws (1.3) with respect to active gauge transformations and
this is not the case. In any event, without other specific assumptions the BI field is not a
connection; this means that the definition of its holonomy (as well as the whole quantization
procedure) is strongly questionable: it lacks in fact of rigorous basis and it could eventually fail
to be feasible.
In other words one is not trying here to define a SU(2) connection but rather a map between
Spin(η) connections and SU(2) connections; accordingly such a map must be compatible with
transformation rules and (1.4) is not. Thence it is necessary to investigate when or how BI field
is a connection.
In Section 2 we shall precisely show why BI fields do not transform as a connection under
active gauge transformations. We shall also determine additional assumptions for obtaining the
correct behaviour.
In Section 3 we shall introduce reductions of the structure group of a principal bundle which
provide the framework in which the additional assumptions of Section 2 can be implemented.
In Section 4 we shall review the dynamics based on Holst’s action principle.
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In Section 5 we will provide a brief analysis of Samuel’s argument.
2. Barbero-Immirzi Connection
All we shall say hereafter holds true for both the space and spacetime fields. Accordingly let
us omit to indicate the lower coordinate index in order to have one expression for both space
and spacetime.
Let us also define the BI field and the BI extrinsic field by setting
Ak = γω0k + 12ǫ
k
ijω
ij Kk := ω0k (2.1)
Let us notice that the new fields (Ak,Kk) are as many as the old ones ωab (both over M and
over S); accordingly that is just a new set of field coordinates. Both fields (Ak,Kk) are defined
as a function of ωab for which transformation rules have been specified; as a consequence one
can compute transformation rules of (Ak,Kk) which result uniquely determined.
Let us consider a gauge transformation of the group Spin(η) locally given by
S ′ = ϕ(x) · S (2.2)
Since the group Spin(η) is a double covering of the relevant orthogonal group SO(η), the covering
map ℓ : Spin(η) → SO(η) defines a gauge transformation of the group SO(η) given by ℓ(x) =
ℓ ◦ ϕ(x). Let us split algebra indices a = 0..3 into time-spatial indices (0, i = 1..3).
The transformation rules obtained for the field (Ak,Kk) are:
A′i =
[ (
1
2ǫ
i
jkℓ
j
mℓ
k
l ǫ
ml
h + γℓ
0
mℓ
i
lǫ
ml
h
)
Ah+
+ 12ǫ
i
j
kℓ
j
0dℓ¯
0
k +
1
2 ǫ
i
j
kℓjmdℓ¯
m
k + γℓ
0
mdℓ¯
m
j η
ji + γℓ00dℓ¯
0
jη
ji+
+ ǫijkℓ
j
0ℓ
k
mK
m + γ
(
ℓ00ℓ
i
h − ℓ0hℓi0 − 12ǫijkℓjmℓkl ǫmlh
)
Kh+
− γ2ǫmjhℓ0mℓijKh
]
K ′i =
[ (
ℓ00ℓ
i
k − ℓ0kℓi0
)
Kk − γℓ0kℓijǫkj lK l + ℓ0kℓijǫkj lAl+
+
(
ℓ00dℓ¯
0
j + ℓ
0
kdℓ¯
k
j
)
ηji
]
(2.3)
We stress that ℓ00, ℓ
i
0, ℓ
0
i , ℓ
i
j denote the blocks of ℓ
a
b ∈ SO(η) and hence no specific form can
be assumed in general. One can try with some explicit generic element of Spin(η) to show that
extra terms in (2.3) do not vanish in general. Because of this, one cannot assume Ak to be a
global SU(2)-connection; in fact one cannot understand it as a separate field with respect to
Kk: they are not adapted to eigenspaces of the representation of the group Spin(η) and as such
they cannot either be interpreted as two independent fields.
However, let us notice a nice algebraic fact: if we could restrict the spin group to a subgroup
G ⊂ Spin(η) isomorphic to SU(2) for which elements σ ∈ G project over the elements of SO(η)
in the form
ℓ(σ) =
(
1 0
0 λ(S+)
)
(2.4)
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the transformation rules (2.3) would drastically simplify as we shall see below in detail.
In the Euclidean case we can consider i : SU(2) → Spin(4) : S+ 7→ (S+, S+) where we are
using the canonical isomorphism Spin(4) ≃ SU(2)×SU(2). In the Lorentzian case, Spin(3, 1) ≃
SL(2,C) and use the canonical embedding i : SU(2) → SL(2,C). In both cases the image of
ℓ ◦ i : SU(2)→ SO(η) is in the form (2.4).
For elements in this simpler form the extra terms in (2.3) do in fact vanish and the transfor-
mation rules obtained are the appropriate ones for a SU(2)-connection (see equation (1.3)) and
an (algebra valued) covector:
A′i =
[
1
2 ǫ
i
jkλ
j
mλ
k
l ǫ
mn
hA
h + 12ǫ
i
j
lλjmdλ¯
m
l + γ
(
λih − 12ǫijkλjmλkl ǫmlh
)
Kh
]
=
=
[
λijA
j + 12ǫ
i
j
lλjmdλ¯
m
l + γ
(
λih − λih
)
Kh
]
=
=
[
λijA
j + 12ǫ
i
j
lλjmdλ¯
m
l
]
K ′i =λijK
j
(2.5)
Hence we should only investigate when and under which conditions one is allowed to consider
the subgroup of gauge transformations in the form σ(x) ∈ G ⊂ Spin(η).
The issue is not trivial since the local expression for a Spin(η)-gauge transformation φ(x) as
φ(x) = i(S+(x)) does in fact depend on the trivialization chosen on P . Even tuning φ(x) =
i(S+(x)) in a given trivialization this form has no intrinsic meaning; when the trivialization is
changed the special form is not preserved in general.
In fact, for example in Euclidean signature, transition functions of P are in general of the
form (ϕ+, ϕ−) so that, in the new trivialization, the same gauge transformation is generated by
(ϕ+ · S+, ϕ− · S+) which is no longer in the special form.
The only case in which the special subgroup is intrinsic is when P has some special trivialization
with transition functions in the special form i(ϕ+) ∈ Spin(η). When this happens one says that
P admits a reduction from the group Spin(η) to the group SU(2), or in short a SU(2)-reduction;
see [11]. This corresponds to require that one can cover the whole spacetime with patches
choosing a local gauge in each patch such that all transition functions among different local
gauges are in the special form i(ϕ+) ∈ G ⊂ Spin(η).
Of course one could assume P to have such SU(2)-reduction, which usually restricts the allowed
P and possibly imposes topological restrictions also on M .
3. Reductions
Let P be a Spin(η) principal bundle over spacetime M and ωabµ be a spin connection of P . Let
us assume that M allows metrics of signature η and spin structures (in order to allow global
spinors); these conditions imply that the first and second Stiefel-Whitney class are vanishing.
A SU(2)-reduction of the bundle P is a SU(2)-principal bundle +P together with a principal
morphism ι : +P → P with respect to the group embedding i : SU(2)→ Spin(η) defined above.
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One can describe the reduction by means of the following commutative diagram:
+P P
M M
SU(2) Spin(η)....... ....... ....... ....... ....... ....... ....... ....... ........
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ι
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...............................................................
(3.1)
We stress that when ever such a reduction exists then the bundle P has by construction a
trivialization with transition functions in the special form i(ϕ+). In this case, one can induce
such a trivialization on P by using any trivialization of +P . In fact the reduction is equivalent
to the existence of a trivialization with reduced transition functions.
On the bundle P we can also globally define the subgroup of gauge transformations in the
special form i(φ+). We shall denote this subgroup by Aut(
+P ) ⊂ Aut(P ) since it is an isomorphic
image of the group of all gauge transformations on +P .
Now if ωabµ is a connection on P we can set{
A
i
µ = γω
0i
µ +
1
2ǫ
i
jk ω
jk
µ
K
i
µ = ω
0i
µ
(3.2)
Because of the particular form of the transition functions on P , by going through what we said
above we can consider transformation rules of (Aiµ,K
i
µ) with respect to the transformation rules
in Aut(+P ) ⊂ Aut(P ). By simply resorting to (2.5) we easily prove that Aiµ transforms as a
SU(2)-connection. Analogously we can prove Kiµ to be a su(2)-valued covector.
In dimension four the existence of such a reduction is related to the vanishing of the third
Stiefel-Whitney class of M (see [12] and references quoted therein). Such class is trivial when
both the first and the second Stiefel-Whitney classes are trivial (which can be proved by using
Steenrod square operators in cohomology; see [13]). On the other hand, the first and second
Stiefel-Whitney classes of M are already assumed to be trivial to allow spin structures on M .
As a consequence, for dim(M) = 4 our hypotheses ensure that there are no further obstructions
to existence of the required reductions.
The reduction can be now pulled-back to any embedded space manifold t : S →M obtaining
+P P
+Σ Σ
M M
S S
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(3.3)
The BI connection Akµ and the extrinsic curvature K
k
µ pull-back to{
A
i
A = γω
0i
A +
1
2ǫ
i
jk ω
jk
A
K
i
A = ω
0i
A
(3.4)
which locally are exactly the standard fields defined in LQG but here with a global meaning as
a global connection and covector on +Σ. They transform in fact as expected with respect to
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the group of gauge transformations Aut(+Σ) ⊂ Aut(P ) (which are intrinsically well-defined),
while generic spin transformations Aut(P ) mix the two fields as in (2.3).
In other words, the BI connection is a SU(2)-object, not a Spin(η)-object. Accordingly, one
of the best perspectives to look at the BI framework is exactly the need to provide a SU(2)-
formulation of GR already at spacetime level, variously dropping or using the antiselfdual part
of the spin group.
4. Holst’s Lagrangian
Once we recognize that reductions allow to define BI connection and that they exist when
global spinors are defined, dynamics is required. It is well-known that dynamics is described
by the Holst Lagrangian (see [14])
Lγ(e, j
1ω) = 14κR
ab ∧ ec ∧ edǫabcd + 12κγRab ∧ ea ∧ eb (4.1)
where Rab is the Riemann curvature of ωab.
At spacetime level we defined a change of field coordinates (e, ω) 7→ (e,K,A) and we can
pull-back the Holst Lagrangian (4.1) to write it down in the new coordinates; see [15]. Then
in the Hamiltonian framework some field equations define constraints that express the extrinsic
curvature K = γ−1 (A− Γ), where Γ is the connection induced by the frame, and the standard
constraints 

∇AEAi = 0
F iABE
A
i = 0
ǫk
ijF kABE
A
i E
B
j − 2(σ2 − γ2)K [iAKj]BEAi EBj = 0
(4.2)
where σ2 = 1 in the Euclidean case and σ2 = −1 in the Lorentzian case. These constitute in
fact the starting point of LQG quantization procedure.
5. Samuel’s Argument
Samuel presented an argument to show that BI connection is not the space pull-back of a
spacetime spin connection; see [6]. The argument is based on a specific example of computation
of the trace of holonomy along a specific path in order to show that it depends on the Immirzi
parameter. We have here the necessary tools to revisit the example in view of a detailed analysis
of Samuel’s example and interpretation of the SU(2) covariance introduced by the reduction.
Let us consider Minkowski spacetime M ≡ R4 in spatial spherical coordinates η = −dt2 +
dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2
)
. Besides the standard slides Sτ = {t = τ}, which are related to the
standard orthonormal frame (e0 = ∂0, e1 = ∂r, e2 = r
−1∂θ, e3 = (r sin θ)−1∂ϕ), one can consider
a hyperbolic slicing
S ′τ = {t = τ + cosh ρ, r = sinh ρ)} (5.1)
which is related to the frame{
e′0 =
√
1 + r2e0 + re1
e′1 = re0 +
√
1 + r2e1
{
e′2 = e2
e′3 = e3
(5.2)
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The two frames are related by a pointwise Lorentz transformation, namely the following block
matrix
ℓba =


√
1 + r2 r
r
√
1 + r2
∣∣∣∣∣ ∨
————————— —
∨
∣∣ I

 (5.3)
We stress that this Lorentz matrix is not in the form (2.4), hence it is induced by a matrix in
SL(2,C) which is not in SU(2) ⊂ SL(2,C).
One can consider the spin connections induced by the two frames; let us denote them by ωabµ
and ω′abµ , which are of course related by (1.2). Then one can change field coordinates and define
two pairs of fields (Akµ,K
k
µ) and (A
′k
µ ,K
′k
µ ). Accordingly, one should not expect the two BI
connections A′ and A′ to be gauge equivalent, as it should be if the Lorentz transformation
were in the special form (2.4).
Since A and A′ are two different SU(2) connections there is no reason to expect the trace
holonomies to be the same (as one should expect if they were spin conections). How and why
the two set of fields (Akµ,K
k
µ) and (A
′k
µ ,K
′k
µ ) represent the same physical situation (as one should
conclude in view of the hole argument) is hard to say. Whether there is a fundamental differ-
ence between SU(2) gauge transformations and general Spin(η) transformations needs further
investigation. It may seem promising that a generic Lorentz transformation does not preserve
the foliation and hence have to do with synchronization protocols, while SU(2) transformations
do in fact preserve the foliation and only change the spatial observer’s frame (i.e. conventions).
6. Conclusions and Perspectives
We have provided a global geometric framework to introduce the BI connection and understand
its global properties. We have also shown that the BI connection does in fact appear as the
restriction of a global SU(2)-connection defined on the whole spacetime. The construction does
not rely on the possible triviality of the principal bundle which encodes the gauge structure
of the model nor it resorts to gauge fixings which would spoil manifest gauge covariance. On
the contrary, the construction relies on the existence of a SU(2)-reduction which is the correct
mathematical structure to be considered.
We believe that this framework might help to investigate the global gauge structure of the
theory and the relations among different gauge groups Spin(4), Spin(1, 3), SU(2) which appear
in LQG. These groups encode the covariance properties of GR and a better control on their
mutual relations might provide a suitable framework to clarify the covariance issues which are
sometimes still under discussion in LQG.
Finally, the spacetime interpretations of the objects appearing in LQG might help in clarifying
the issues connected to the semiclassical limits of LQG itself.
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